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This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These forward-looking statements include, among other things, statements relating to: future events or
our future financial performance; the potential advantages of our RADR® platform in identifying drug candidates and patient populations that are likely
to respond to a drug candidate; our strategic plans to advance the development of our drug candidates and antibody drug conjugate (ADC) development
program; estimates regarding the development timing for our drug candidates and ADC development program; expectations and estimates regarding
clinical trial timing and patient enrollment; our research and development efforts of our internal drug discovery programs and the utilization of our
RADR® platform to streamline the drug development process; our intention to leverage artificial intelligence, machine learning and genomic data to
streamline and transform the pace, risk and cost of oncology drug discovery and development and to identify patient populations that would likely
respond to a drug candidate; estimates regarding patient populations, potential markets and potential market sizes; sales estimates for our drug
candidates and our plans to discover and develop drug candidates and to maximize their commercial potential by advancing such drug candidates
ourselves or in collaboration with others. Any statements that are not statements of historical fact (including, without limitation, statements that use
words such as "anticipate," "believe," "contemplate," "could," "estimate," "expect," "intend," "seek," "may," "might," "plan," "potential," "predict," "project,"
"target," "objective," "aim," "upcoming," "should," "will," "would," or the negative of these words or other similar expressions) should be considered
forward-looking statements. There are a number of important factors that could cause our actual results to differ materially from those indicated by the
forward-looking statements, such as (i) the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, (ii) the risk that our research and the research of our collaborators may not
be successful, (iii) the risk that none of our product candidates has received FDA marketing approval, and we may not be able to successfully initiate,
conduct, or conclude clinical testing for or obtain marketing approval for our product candidates, (iv) the risk that no drug product based on our
proprietary RADR® A.I. platform has received FDA marketing approval or otherwise been incorporated into a commercial product, and (v) those other
factors set forth in the Risk Factors section in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on March 10, 2022. You may access our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021 under the investor SEC
filings tab of our website at www.lanternpharma.com or on the SEC's website at www.sec.gov. Given these risks and uncertainties, we can give no
assurances that our forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, or that any other results or events projected or contemplated by our forward-
looking statements will in fact occur, and we caution investors not to place undue reliance on these statements. All forward-looking statements in this
presentation represent our judgment as of the date hereof, and, except as otherwise required by law, we disclaim any obligation to update any forward-
looking statements to conform the statement to actual results or changes in our expectations.
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Forward looking statements
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1. Large-scale, relevant and readily available data-sets

2. Methods, technologies and algorithms that are massively scalable

3. Computing, storage and transmission continue exponential advances 

4. Rapid rise of global talent and collaboration networks

5. Tremendous increase in quality of biological data and methods

6. Rise of sequencing as a highly available, on-demand, low-cost service

7. Consumers willing to share personal data

8. Industries that have an increasing impetus to transform

9. New generation of investors demanding novel value creation

10. Executives and entrepreneurs rewarded for rapid change

10 Mega-Trends Setting The Stage for A.I. Led Transformation in Drug Development & Medicine

Lantern is at the forefront of this model of A.I. driven transformation in 
the area of personalized oncology drug development to drive value for 

cancer patients and our investors

The Golden Age of A.I. in medicine

NASDAQ:LTRN 2



3.3%
Avg. success rate of 

oncology drugs  

$2.8B
R&D investment to bring 

new cancer to market 
2009-2018 

17,000+
Oncology trials 
conducted from

2001-2015

4-12X
Success rate of oncology 

trials using biomarker 

Challenges in drug development … …are being met by data-driven, and A.I.-enabled 
approaches & technology

Current oncology drug development is costly, risky, and inefficient …  
A perfect problem for artificial intelligence & machine learning to solve

NASDAQ:LTRN 3



1. “... low efficacies of cancer drugs might 
be attributed to the heterogeneity of the 
tested patient population, which essentially 
dilutes the strong therapeutic effect that a 
drug might have on a specific patient 
subgroup.” Thiebault Geoux, Ph.D.

Chemistry - Elsevier 11/9/2015
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There is a critical need to rescue drugs that failed or bring abandoned 
therapeutic assets to market in order to create ROI for biopharma

2. “The ever-increasing catalog of genetic 
changes involved in cancer development is 
fueling a new generation of targeted drugs 
that are designed to address specific 
weaknesses in tumor cells. But these drugs 
will only work in a subset of patients –
creating a demand for genetic stratification.

Allison Halliday, Ph.D.
Cancer Research, 01/31/2020

Cancer Biomarkers: Powering Precision 
Medicine

Solves these two central 
problems in oncology drug 

development with 
unprecedented speed 

and cost

This allows us to increase the 
potential for success and 

improve trial design

Two Central problems 
in Oncology drug developmentROI Among The Top 15 Pharma 

NASDAQ:LTRN 4

Continuous decade
of decrease

Response Algorithm for 
Drug Positioning & Rescue



• Drugs that fell short of statistical 
significance or abandoned by pharma / 
biotech companies in late stage trials 
despite tens to hundreds of millions spent 
on development, PK analysis, safety and 
efficacy studies

• Development of new compounds in drug 
classes that leverage our A.I. platform 

• Big data (genomic, clinical, response) 
assembled and analyzed

• Patient subgroups identified through machine 
learning and artificial intelligence

• Mechanisms of action clarified

• Potential combinations identified
• Potential for faster and more efficient path to 

relaunching in the clinical trial setting

• Patient stratification based on A.I. enabled genomic 
biomarker discovery 

• New patient populations for failed or abandoned drugs 
based on validated biomarker signatures

• Aimed to shorten time to market
• Designed to reduce risk in development
• Potential for orphan or fast track status
• New chemical entities designed and filed

Abandoned Drug Assets & 
New Drug DevelopmentRADR® Responders         Non-Responders         

Lantern leverages A.I. to reduce oncology drug development 
costs and improve the likelihood of success 

Potential to  shorten clinical development  by years, 
save tens to hundreds of millions of dollars in cost and 

substantially  de-risk drug development  versus the traditional model

NASDAQ:LTRN 5



Response Algorithm for
Drug Positioning & Rescue

What is RADR® ?

A proprietary integrated data analytics, experimental 
biology, oncology-focused, machine-learning-based platform 
focused on drug development

Leverages cutting edge machine-learning approaches and 
techniques to generate powerful data-driven insights

Enables rapid informatics based hypothesis generation which 
can be validated in wet-lab

Uses biology driven machine-learning algorithms to achieve 
higher prediction accuracy in real world settings

A scalable, robust, expanding and replicable platform to 
support a range of drug development needs

NASDAQ:LTRN 6
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RADR® Surpassed 21 billion datapoints this past quarter

• Rare Solid Tumors
• Ultra Rare Cancers
• Pediatric Cancers
• Bladder Cancer
• CNS & Brain Cancers

• Immune Data
• Protein Data
• Hotspot Mutation Panels
• Methylome Data
• Epigenetic Data

NEW CANCER CATEGORIES

NEW DATA TYPES

4NASDAQ:LTRN 7
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Use RADR® to find potential 
Mechanism of Action (MoA) of 

the Compound / Drug 

RADR® can derive Machine 
Learning based gene signatures,

which can guide biomarker 
strategies & CDx (Companion 

Diagnostics)

Use different algorithms and 
methods from RADR® to find 
potential Drug combinations

Identify and prioritize 
type/subtype of cancer for 

your compound with 
use of RADR®

How RADR® is used by Lantern & our collaborators

8NASDAQ:LTRN 8



Equity-Based collaboration with Actuate Therapeutics that leverages RADR®

Actuate Therapeutics, Inc. is a private clinical stage 
biopharmaceutical company focused on the 
development of compounds for use in the treatment of 
cancer, and inflammatory diseases leading to fibrosis. 

NASDAQ:LTRN 9

RADR® and Actuate’s Drug Candidate elraglusib (9-ING-41)

• RADR® insights aided in the successful development of:
o A predictive model of sensitivity for elraglusib
o Development of actionable clinical biomarkers for elraglusib

• These insights are being used to inform the development of 
elraglusib and the design of Phase 2 randomized clinical trials

• RADR®-aided computational methods will be further applied to 
future biomarker validation and will be expanded to 
incorporate modeling with additional forms of patient data in 
the future

• Elraglusib is a widely researched GSK-3β inhibitor. There are 
multiple active oncology clinical trials in Phase

• Lantern received equity in Actuate as part of the collaboration.



Prostate Cancer
(Metastatic Castration-Resistant Prostate Cancer) *

LP-100

Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
(Focused on Never-Smokers)

LP-300

Pancreatic Cancer
(Identified by RADR® defined genomic signature)

LP-184

CNS Cancers – Glioblastoma
(Predicted by RADR® and confirmed in in-vivo studies)

LP-184

CNS Cancers – ATRT
(Predicted by RADR® and confirmed in in-vivo studies)

LP-184

CNS Cancers - Brain Mets
(Predicted by RADR® and confirmed in in-vivo studies)

LP-184

Bladder Cancer
(Identified by RADR® defined genomic signature)

LP-184

Other Pediatric Cancers LP-184 / LP-284

Hematologic Cancers
(Predicted by RADR® and confirmed in in-vivo studies)

LP-284

Select Solid Tumors
(Multiple targeting antibodies of interest for linkage to 
selected cytotoxic payloads)

ADC Programs

Lantern’s unique & rapidly developing pipeline

Accelerated Development by Leveraging the RADR® A.I. platform
Over 90+ issued patents and pending applications across 14 patent families

9NASDAQ:LTRN 10

Phase I                      Phase IIPreclinicalIndication Phase IIIR&DProgram

Targeting sub-population in Harmonic™ trial
NSCLC of Adenocarcinoma subtype

Development Collaboration with
- Johns Hopkins School of Medicine

Development Collaboration with - Johns Hopkins School of Medicine,
GCCRI at University of Texas Health Science Center-San Antonio

Initial 9 patients showed median 
overall survival (mOS) of 12.5 months

Development Collaboration with
- Fox Chase Cancer Center

Development Collaboration with
- GCCRI at University of Texas Health Science Center-San Antonio



The Harmonic Trial for LP-300 launched in Q2 and will begin 
enrolling patients in Q3

NASDAQ:LTRN 11

LP-300

• Harmonic™ trial will assess the effect of LP-300 in combination 
with standard of care (SOC) chemotherapy, pemetrexed and 
carboplatin, on patient overall and progression-free survival.

• Begin enrolling patients in Q3 2022 across multiple sites in the 
US, and enrollment is anticipated to last from 12-16 months. 

• Initial interim results anticipated to be available during Q4 2023. 
• Global partnering discussions for regions of the world with 

higher prevalence of never smokers with NSCLC, including parts 
of Asia, South America, and Europe. 

• More info: https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT05456256

Harmonic™ is a clinical trial for never smoker patients with relapsed NSCLC 

Never smoker patients 
with relapsed NSCLC, 
represents a potential 
market size of $1.5-2.0 
billion.

$1.5-2Billion
US Market Potential

Estimated

200 ,000 pat ients  d iagnosed wor ldwide



LP-300 with chemotherapy shows a doubling of overall and 
two year survival

NASDAQ:LTRN 12

LP-300

• In a subset of never smoker patients from a larger NSCLC trial, 
patients who received LP-300 with chemotherapy showed 
increased overall and 2-year patient survival by 91% and 125%, 
respectively. 

• LP-300 has been administered in multiple clinical trials to more 
than 1,000 people and has been generally well tolerated.

2 Year Survival Overall Survival

125% median survival 
increase 91% median survival 

increase

Never Smokers and NSCLC

CDC defines a never smoker as an adult who has never 
smoked or has smoked less than 100 cigarettes in his or her 
lifetime. 

What is a “Never Smoker”?

NSCLC presents differently in never smokers compared to 
smokers. These differences are believed due to a higher 
percentage of genetic mutations in a family of cancer-
promoting genes called Tyrosine Kinases (TK). Changes in TK 
genes, such as EGFR, ALK, ROS and MET, can contribute to the 
development of healthy cells into cancer cells, leading to 
tumor formation and growth.

Lung cancer is different in a Never Smoker

Mechanism of Action of LP-300 

LP-300 works together with chemotherapy by interacting in 
the TK gene pathways and receptors; interrupting their 
activity to slow or prevent tumor growth and spread. 



Harmonic™ Trial will provide unique longitudinal assessment 
of liquid biopsies of never smokers with NSCLC

NASDAQ:LTRN 13

LP-300

• At enrollment, prior to 

treatment

• After the initial 3 treatments

• After 6 treatments

• At completion of treatment

• The patient samples will be assessed 
for both genomic and transcriptomic 
changes & response

• We believe this will represent one of 
largest and most comprehensive 
biomarker studies done on the never 
smoker NSCLC population during 
treatment

• These insights may be integrated into 
RADR® to assist in potential patient 
selection for a future pivotal trial

• This data and analysis may also 
uncover additional indications and 
targets for LP-300

Liquid biopsies will be 
taken from Harmonic™
clinical trial participants 
at 4 time points



LP-100

LP-100 (Irofulven): Historical* Phase II trial results 
& current status

*Historical data from Hart et al., Randomized phase II trial of irofulven/prednisone, 
irofulven/capecitabine/prednisone, or mitoxantrone/prednisone in hormone refractory prostate cancer 
(HRPC) patients failing first-line docetaxel. European Journal of Cancer Supplements (2006)

Median 1 yr. survival was  86% greater in 
Irofulven in combination treated metastatic 

prostate cancer patients v. control

• Irofulven (LP-100) is in an existing phase 2 clinical trial for 
patients with metastatic, castration resistant prostate cancer 
(mCRPC) being conducted in Denmark  

• 9 patients [out of a targeted enrollment of 27] have been 
treated based on meeting criteria established by Allarity's
DRP® (Drug Response Predictor) companion diagnostic 
technology.

• Median overall survival (OS) for the initial group of 9 
patients has been 12.5 months, which is an improvement 
over other similar fourth-line treatment regimens for 
mCRPC

• Annually over $200 million is spent in the US, and nearly $700 
million globally, for treatment for late-stage metastatic prostate 
cancer

• Click to see the clinical trial details at U.S. National Library of 
Medicine

Precision Phase II Trial & Current Status

NASDAQ:LTRN 14
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LP-100
LP-100 demonstrated synergy in combination with PARPi in vitro

NASDAQ:LTRN 15

LP-100 and the FDA-approved PARPi Rucaparib
in Prostate Cancer cells

• LP-100 and the FDA approved PARPi Rucaparib are 
synergistic in 22RV1 (Bliss Synergy Score = 18.57)

• LP-100 and the FDA approved PARPi Olaparib are 
additive in 22RV1 (Bliss Synergy Score = 6.8)

• On-going Projects:
o In vivo LP-100 and Olaparib or Rucaparib synergy 

study in the BRCAmut prostate cancer xenograft model 
DU145

LP-100 and PARPi in Ovarian Cancer

• LP-100 and FDA-approved Olaparib (bliss score = 12.19), Rucaparib (bliss score = 
14.11) , and Niraparib (bliss score = 10.34) are synergistic in the ovarian cancer cell 
line OVCAR3

• On-going Projects:
• In vivo LP-100 and Olaparib synergy study in the ovarian cancer xenograft model 

OVCAR3

Note: Bliss synergy score ranges from -100 to 100. A synergy score >10 generally indicates synergism.



LP-184 for multiple solid tumors and CNS cancers 

NASDAQ:LTRN 16

LP-184

Pediatric Cancers

CNS - Glioblastoma

CNS- ATRT

CNS- Brain Metastases

Bladder Cancer

Pancreatic Cancer

• LP-184 is a synthetic acylfulvene derived from Illudin S. – a 
compound found in Jack O’Lantern mushrooms.

• Lantern anticipates 2 Phase 1 clinical trials in early 2023:
1. CNS Cancers – Glioblastoma (GBM), high-grade gliomas, brain 

metastases (mets.), with Johns Hopkins
2. Solid Tumors – Pancreatic and bladder cancers, with Fox 

Chase Cancer Center.
• LP-184 has in vivo and in vitro nanomolar efficacy across multiple 

CNS and solid tumor indications and is well tolerated in animals.
• Demonstrated blood brain barrier (BBB) permeability that can be 

leveraged in CNS cancers including primary and secondary CNS 
indications.

• Granted Orphan Drug Designation for the treatment of GBM 
(Gliomas), ATRT, and Pancreatic Cancer.

• Granted Rare Pediatric Disease Designation for the treatment of 
ATRT.

• Collaborating with world class collaborators

World class Collaborators

LP-184



Progress of LP-184 towards trials - LP-184 IND filing anticipated 
in Q1 2023 with multiple trial launches in Q2 2023

NASDAQ:LTRN 17

01. Phase 1 Clinical Trial for LP-184 in Solid Tumors

Complete the IND 
enabling studies IND filing Phase 1

LP-184 trial

Targeted for Q4 2022 / Q1 2023 Targeted for Q2 2023

Expected Timeline

Collaborators and potential sites

02. Phase 1 Clinical Trial for LP-184 in CNS Tumors

Complete the IND 
enabling studies

IND filing Phase 1
LP-184 trial

Targeted for Q4 2022 / Q1 2023 Targeted for Q2 2023

Expected Timeline

Collaborator

Genomically defined pancreatic, bladder cancers, and other solid tumors

CNS cancers including gliomas and brain mets. (anticipated)

LP-184



RADR® Insight (in-silico) In-vitro Gene Editing Studies (CRISPR)

As predicted by RADR ®,  LP-184 cytotoxic activity is driven by PTGR1

LP-184 activity positively correlates 
with PTGR1 transcript levels in the 
NCI60 cancer cell line panel

CRISPR-mediated depletion of PTGR1 expression in a pancreatic cancer cell line 
(Panc03.27) is sufficient to fully diminish LP-184 activity. This confirms the strict 
dependency of LP-184 cytotoxicity on PTGR1 expression 

NASDAQ:LTRN 18
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LP-184 shows exquisite sensitivity in NERD as well as HRD cancers !

LP-184 in HRD cancers

• HRD are Homologus recombination deficient tumors and carry 
mutations in genes such as BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2, BRIP1, 
FANCA, etc.

• LP-184 treatment resulted in complete tumor regression in a 
PDX model of TNBC that is HR deficient and resistant to PARP 
inhibitors and doxorubicin/ cyclophosphamide

LP-184 in NERD Tumors

• NERD tumors are nucleotide excision repair deficient tumors 
whose phenotype is a result of mutations in genes responsible 
for excision DNA repair- these include but not limited to- ERCC1, 
ERCC3, ERCC4, ERCC5, ERCC6, RAD50, ATR, ATM, MRE, CSB, XPD 
etc.

• Mutant cell lines deficient in the Nucleotide Excision Repair 
(NER) pathway were more sensitive to LP-184 than the parent 
cell line 

31NASDAQ:LTRN 19
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Lantern pharma’s CNS indications have significant stand-alone value

NASDAQ:LTRN 20

Other High-Grade Gliomas

Lantern’s CNS indications represent market 
potential of over $4 Billion USD

GBM ATRT & Pediatric CNS Brain Mets.

$1.5-2Billion
Market Potential

Estimated

$0.2 Billion
Market Potential

Estimated

$2+Billion
Market Potential

Estimated

$0.5Billion
Market Potential

Estimated

LP-184



In-vitro Blood Brain Permeability of LP-184

LP-184 is blood brain barrier permeable and potent in genetically 
diverse GBM models

LP-184 has Efficacy in Multiple GBM in vivo Models

14NASDAQ:LTRN 21
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• In vitro LP-184 has similar Blood Brain Barrier (BBB) 
permeability to TMZ.

• TMZ is BBB permeable and is the only FDA approved SOC 
agent for GBM but is only effective in patients with a 
methylated MGMT promoter.

• LP-184 shows complete tumor regression in mice 
implanted with GBM cells with different levels of MGMT 
methylation

• U87 GBM Cells– Highly methylated MGMT promoter
• M1123 GBM Cells – Lowly methylated MGMT promoter

LP-184



Results from Combination Studies of LP-184 and Spironolactone

Spironolactone further enhances LP-184’s anti-tumor activity in GBM

14NASDAQ:LTRN 22

• GBM cell lines treated with either LP-184 or LP-184 + Spironolactone 
in 3 GBM cell lines.
o U87 – Hypermethylated MGMT promoter + PTEN/NF1 mutations.
o Mayo39 – Methylated MGMT promoter + PTEN mutation.
o M1123 – Hypomethylated MGMT promoter + EGFRvIII mutations.

Mean terminal tumor volumes from U87 CDX mice models from 
LP-184 + Spironolactone treated mice were 10-fold lower than in 

mice treated with LP-184 alone (p = 0.048).

Spironolactone is an FDA approved drug to treat hypertension and degrades ERCC3, a DDR gene.
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In vitro efficacy of LP-184 in brain mets.

14NASDAQ:LTRN 23

• LP-184 has preclinical activity in the primary and secondary cancers AND crosses the 
BBB.

• Efficacy of LP-184 may extend beyond primary brain cancers to other solid tumors that 
have metastasized to the brain as evidenced by in vitro efficacy in brain mets. cell lines. 

• LP-184 is 6X more potent  than early generation EGFR TKIs in brain metastasis models 
from primary lung cancer

Unmet Clinical Need in 
Brain Mets.

• Brain mets. in the U.S. occur in 
10-30% of all cancer cases and 
are diagnosed in over 100,000 
patients each year.

• There is an urgent and unmet 
clinical need for novel therapies 
for brain mets. due to a current 
lack of novel agents that can 
cross the blood brain barrier 
(BBB).

$2+ Billion
US Market Potential

Estimated
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LP-184 demonstrated anti-tumor activity in brain mets. cell models from lung, skin, and breast cancers

LP-184



LP-184 efficacy in other CNS indications: ATRT

19NASDAQ:LTRN 24

ATRTs are rare and malignant pediatric 
central nervous system tumors with 
no standard of care treatment with median 
survival rates of 6-12 months
• ATRT is exceptionally sensitive to LP-184, 

with response positively correlated to loss 
of SWI/SNF proteins that cause rhabdoid 
tumors and are altered in 20% of all 
cancers

• LP-184 for ATRT granted Orphan Drug 
Designation and Rare Pediatric Disease 
Designation by FDA

LP-184 I.V. Treatment Dramatically Reduces ATRT Tumor Size in Mouse 
Xenograft ATRT Model

• ATRT mouse xenograft tumors injected (I.V.) with either Vehicle 
(Untreated), LP-184 (2mg/kg) or LP-184 (4mg/kg) after 0 and 42 days.

• ATRT mouse xenograft tumors after 42 days, mice injected with either 
dose of LP-184 had significantly reduced tumor volumes.
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Preclinical data demonstrated that LP-184 demonstrated significant & 
rapid pancreatic tumor shrinkage, by over 90%, 

in in-vivo mouse models in 8 weeks.

Tumor growth inhibition of 109% was observed with 
LP-184 treatment relative to control with 

dosing occurring weekly over an 8 week period

In August 2021, the U.S. FDA granted LP-184 Orphan Drug Designation (ODD)
for the treatment of Pancreatic Cancer

Positive preclinical data in pancreatic cancer 

LP-184 in vivo response in a Capan-1
pancreatic cancer xenograft mouse model

LP-184 demonstrated significant tumor shrinkage (146x) in
in-vivo mice PDX models

Tumors From 
Vehicle Control 
Mice at the End 
of Study Period

Average tumor volume = 587 mm3

Tumors from 
LP-184 (3mg/kg) 
Treated Mice at 

the End of 
Study Period

Average tumor volume = 4 mm3

No tumor

16NASDAQ:LTRN 25
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• Dosing on days 0,2,4,6,8 (cycle 1) and 16,18,20,22,24 (cycle 2), insignificant tumor regrowth after the last dose on day 24
• PDX models generated from stage IV metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinomas derived from the liver of newly diagnosed 

treatment-naive patients.

LP-184 treatment resulted in complete and durable tumor 
regression in HR deficient pancreatic cancer PDX models

CTG-1522 subcutaneous PDX model (ATR frameshift mutation) CTG-1643 PDX subcutaneous model (BRCA1 frameshift mutation)

16NASDAQ:LTRN 26

140% TGI at day 52 with LP-184 treatment
80% TGI with Gemcitabine treatment 

Non-responder to FOLFIRINOX

112% TGI ay day 32 with LP-184 
treatment

LP-184



Cell line NERD HRD
LP-184 

+ combination agent

Capan1 No Yes Gemcitabine 12.37 ± 1.15

Irinotecan 11.78 ± 0.16

Oxaliplatin 11.70 ± 0.50

Spironolactone 14.08 ± 1.02

Panc03.27 No No Spironolactone 15.52 ± 0.73

Hs766t No Yes Oxaliplatin 10.69 ± 4.74

Spironolactone 16.47 ± 4.26

Note: Bliss synergy score ranges from -100 to 100. A synergy score >10 generally indicates synergism.

LP-184 synergistic combinations in pancreatic cancer cell lines

17NASDAQ:LTRN 27

SynergisticAntagonistic

Bliss Synergy Score

Additive
-10 0 10

LP-184



Progress of LP-284 towards trials - LP-284 IND filing anticipated 
in Q1 2023 with trial launch in 2023

33

LP-284

32NASDAQ:LTRN 28

01. Phase 1 Clinical Trial for LP-284 in non-Hodgkin’s B-cell Lymphomas

Complete the IND 
enabling studies IND filing Phase 1

LP-284 trial

Targeted for Q1 2023 Targeted for Q2-Q3 2023

Expected Timeline

Targeted for Q1-Q2 2023

LP-284 Exhibits Nanomolar Potency in NHL

TC-NER related 
mutations

LP-284 Reduces Viability in Cells with Specific DDR Mutations 



LP-284 showed better potency than Ibrutinib and Bortezomib in 
MCL xenografts

19NASDAQ:LTRN 29

• LP-284 at 4 mg/kg resulted in completely tumor regression at day 13 (study still ongoing)
• LP-284 at 4 mg/kg or 2 mg/kg (day 1, 3, 5, 7, 9) resulted in more tumor regression than 50 mg/kg Ibrutinib (daily) and 1 mg/kg 

Bortezomib (day 1, 4, 7, 10) 
• MCL xenograft tumors that showed resistance to Ibrutinib or Bortezomib after 17 days’ treatment were switched to LP-284 or 

Vehicle treatment. 
• While the vehicle treated tumors continued expanding, LP-284 treatment resulted in almost completely tumor regression

LP-284

N=8 N=4



Methods of Use

Composition of Matter

Drug Sensitivity & Response 
Signatures using Biomarkers

LP-100

LP-184

LP-300

5 
families

7
families

2
families

• In-licensed
• Internally developed

• In-licensed
• Internally developed

• In-licensed
Issued patents & 
Pending applications

Extensive and continually growing position of   over 90 issued patents  
& patent applications  across 14 patent families

Filed an additional  12 patent applications  during 2021

Intellectual property portfolio
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LP-284

• Internally developed



LP-184
LP-284

Gene signature development and drug sensitivity prediction

LP-184 Evaluation of efficacy of LP-184 in glioblastoma (GBM)

LP-184 Determination of drug efficacy in pancreatic PDX tumor models

LP-184
Evaluation of drug efficacy and sensitivity in prostate and pancreatic cancer organoid 
models and engineered pancreatic cancer cell lines

LP-100
LP-184

Examine efficacy of Lantern’s drug portfolio in common solid tumors that harbor DNA 
damage repair deficiency

LP-184
LP-284

Evaluation of drug efficacy in pediatric tumor models 

Studies & collaborations with top tier academic & research partners 
drives scientific validation, data access and patient insights
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● Advance enrollment of The Harmonic™ Trial – Phase 2 clinical trial for LP-300 in NSCLC & increase 
patient & clinician awareness

● Assess LP-100 clinical development in conjunction with PARPi
● Finalize IND-Enabling studies & clinical trial design for LP-184
● Design Ph. 2 clinical trial for LP-184 in GBM 
● Progress LP-184 towards Ph. ½ pediatric clinical trial, including ATRT
● Finalize additional LP-284 studies to support Ph.1 launch in 2023
● Advance ADC preclinical studies to support future Phase 1 launch
● Explore potential combinations for LP-100, LP-184, LP-284 & LP-300 with other existing approved drugs
● Strategically grow RADR® A.I. platform to 25 billion datapoints
● Explore licensing and partnership opportunities

A Transformational year for Lantern
2022

34

Objectives
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*Market Cap based on shares outstanding at 6/30/22. 

L A N T E R N  P H A R M A  I N C .  ( L T R N )

Exchange Nasdaq

Stock Price (9/6/22) $5.00

Common Shares Outstanding (6/30/22) 10.8M

Market Cap (9/6/22)* $54.2M

Warrants (6/30/22) 178K

Options (Employees, Management and Directors) (6/30/22) 940K

Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding  (6/30/22) 11.9M

• Approx. $62.2M of cash, cash equivalents and marketable securities as of June 30, 2022

• Management, directors, and founding investors own over 30% of fully diluted shares outstanding

• Committed to creating enduring growth and value for LTRN shareholders

Financial highlights and cap table
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Board members

Donald ”Jeff" Keyser,  JD, Mph, PhD

Vijay Chandru, PhD

Franklyn Prendergast,   MD, PhD

David Si lberstein, PhD

Maria Maccecchini,  PhD

Panna Sharma

CEO and President of Lantern Pharma
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Focused on cancer drug market segments with 
clear clinical need, understood mechanisms, 
targeted patient populations that exceed 1 million 
, and multi-billion USD in annual sales potential

Proven and growing library of A.I. & machine-learning 
methodologies published at ASCO, AACR, and SNO 
used to generate novel IP & patents and accelerate 
discovery by potentially years

Growing A.I. based platform with clear roadmap to 
25+ Bn. datapoints focused exquisitely on cancer 
therapeutic development and companion Dx in a 
high growth, high demand $4 Bn market

Active drug rescue process and in the clinic with 2 
compounds and accelerating additional compounds 
and combinations to clinical trials…potentially saving 
tens of millions of dollars and years of development

Experienced and innovative management team w/ 
70+ years experience in cancer and a passion to 
change the cost and outcome for cancer patients by 
using A.I. and genomics – paradigm changing 
technologies

A novel ADC platform with the potential to develop 
and out-license or partner ADC assets in early phases 

Several compounds in place with multiple targeted 
indications, including LP-184 (received Orphan 
Disease Designations in pancreatic and GBM & Rare 
Pediatric Disease Designation for ATRT), which can 
help accelerate development 

Industry leading collaborations with National 
Cancer Institute, Georgetown, Johns Hopkins, UT 
Health San Antonio & Fox Chase Cancer Center

Investment highlights
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Nasdaq: LTRN

IR Contact:
IR@lanternpharma.com
1-972-277-1136

www.lanternpharma.com

@LanternPharma

CONNECT WITH US

http://www.lanternpharma.com/
https://twitter.com/LanternPharma

